**I-Introduction: The context of the city of Petrópolis:**

Among the years of 2000 and 2006, the city of Petrópolis, located to the south of the Rio de Janeiro state, with about 290,000 inhabitants (IBGE 2004), it lived an expressive modification for the first time as for the development of the first gestures of the public administration in the direction, elaboration and implantation of the municipal politics of Sports and Leisure.

With objective of beginning a process of access enlargment to the Leisure, Sports and activities in the schools, in school free time, they grew several projects and sporting programs returned to the service of the less favored population. Like this, it was drawn the beginning of a new time of expressive modifications of the picture until then predominant.

The clear inexistence of politics places to the year of 2001 it could probably lead to a scenery that presupposes the non recognition of the right to the Physical Education, to the Leisure and the Sport - the one that, in personal opinion, presupposes the exclusion and supposedly, when related to the infantile population, the escape and the fall in the school income.

Besides, a possible decreases of the interest of the population for the cultural education activities, of leisure and of promotion of the health, mainly the proportionate ones for the school activities and Physical Education no formal.

These initiatives, until then not being registered, so much in the public spheres or in the deprived sphere, they contradict manifestos as the International Letter of Physical Education and Sport, that it consecrated the right of all to the Sport and the Physical Education (Unesco 1978).

According to Tubino (2003), after this document the sport as right of all, started to have as forms of exercise of this right: the linked education perspective to the sport education; the perspective of the leisure related at the time free with participation; and still the competitive sport that it passed to a profitable business to be considered and that presupposes own regulation. These forms express values, development and social responsibilities.

It is admitted then, that starting from the resolutions of Unesco (1976), that celebrate the Physical Education as integral part of a continuous education process, leaving of being considered as a process just harnessed to an initial phase of the life of people, guidelines were pointed for the development of actions in the sense of the development of a more positive scenery. The physical and sporting activities, understood by the Sport and Leisure in their several possibilities of cultural events are fundamental for a process that is developed during a lifetime of the individuals, consequently, consecrating a lifestyle activates.

With this affirmative it is possible to assume, not only the preventive character to the health and well to be social related to the physical activities, Sports and of the Leisure, but an understanding of the same ones inserted in a local cultural context, important for the maintenance and development of the infantile population.

In the context of the studied city, becomes similar the enlargement possibility of the access base to the programs of Sports and Leisure evidenced by the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (2003), that evidence the quantitative growth of sporting and cultural facilities.

In an analysis on the current structure, we would observe that the city won a structure that would assure the development of municipal politics of Sports and Leisure, confirming the politics of State indicated by international organisms signaling actions of government's politics in this area.

Although can lift distrust as for the functional and ideological subjects of these government programs, still yes, it is presupposed a potential capable to provide improvements in the social indicators of the local infantile population.

Besides the citizenship, inclusion, accessibility, education, until then the unknown prevention, mentioned through the Leisure and of the Sport, it could be factor of great contribution for the reduction of the inequalities, reduction and prevention of social injustices. To justify the importance of programs to have in the development of the sporting education politics and of Leisure the base for the reference of actions of institutions, public or private, that are made possible by the changes in the access patterns to the Health, Leisure and Culture of the youths' populations and children, it is relevant to establish social indicators.

A contribution for the analysis of programs that observe factors that interfere in the development of the promotion of the health and quality of life of the population, is in Nahas (2005:p.12):

> How to evaluate these programs, because, besides trying to identify the most effective way, not just effective and efficient, today we are seeking for effective programs. With a program well structured, with appropriate resources and enough time, it doesn't remain to smallest doubt than her will get to help the people, be at the school, in the company, in the community, to change of behavior. But we don't have nor the time, nor the money and nor those ideal conditions to do those programs in general. Like this, we have to have programs of low cost, that can be replied and disseminated in a much simpler way.

Breaking of these considerations can be indicated the need of an adaptation and appropriation of the Politics of Physical Education, Sports and Leisure in function of a need generated by the tensions of the social groups the one that these public programs are offered. Breaking of an investigation of these social groups and marginal segments, the need of a proposition was evidenced appropriately for the values and existent traditions in the regional peculiars.

The current municipal scenery seems to be quite positive, and since 2004, the development of actions in the area of the Sports and Leisure, provided the appearance of a General office of Sports and Municipal Leisure with more autonomy, substituting the old coordination, harnessed to the Municipal General office of Education, at this time, the performance of this new General office counted with resources and own projects.

There was quantitative increase in the offer of programs of Sports and Leisure, in what refers to isolated performances in schools and community clubs, of projects with 400 children, the 22 thousand children's level was reached from the close municipal schools to the communities, in a population of more than 60 thousand students (Municipal City hall of Petrópolis 2005).

For the first time in this municipal district answered her to the census of the sporting facilities and community nuclei that would be appropriate mainly for the development and implantation of the projects to be developed, according to information IBGE (2003), the city counted with public blocks, swimming pools and several schools with sporting and cultural equipments, quite weakened, among several other facilities.

Some programs began in 2002, they were projects of enlargement of public actions that included initiation sports with several modalities, enlargement and recovery of spaces and attempt of development of actions through law of tax incentives, only signed in the year of 2007 by the local city hall.

After the implantation period and development of the activities and information given by the current administration, it is noticed that those actions just turn about the amount of children visitors of the Programs of sporting Initiation that are assisted by the
projects, being evident the need of a deeper qualitative and cultural evaluation of the current pictures.

The verification of absence of evaluations of the programs of Sports and Leisure developed in the municipal district of Petrópolis, it indicates the need and the development of methodologies that offer as resource the evaluation of the efficiency, of the effectiveness and of the effectiveness of the politics, as for the possibilities of verification of cultural modifications (as for the form of enjoying of the material goods, leisure equipments, facilities and entertainments), as for the perceptions of having involved in the improvement of the quality of life and access conditions and health.

Leaving of the verifications grows studies with objective of analyzing the proportionate impact for the development of programs returned to children in school age, promoted by the Municipal City hall of Petrópolis.

In the attempt of to offer inside of the complexity of the scenery of this municipal district indicative of efficiency, effectiveness and effectiveness for possible modifications in these projects and to evaluate them in the youths' community and children in the schools of the city of Petrópolis.

The initiate research in 2005 intends to verify the hypothesis of these projects generated modifications that can verify the assertiveness of the investment in programs of Leisure and Sport.

Through investigations driven through questionnaires and rising of information declared by the municipal administration we produced an analysis picture capable to refer on the future interventions.

The practical limitation of the study is linked to the great number of students that participate in the developed programs according to the information of the Municipal city hall. They are more than 24 thousand students between the first series and the last of the fundamental teaching. For treating of a descriptive study, in that the whole universe of students should be investigated, inside of a second four years mandate (2005-2009), they grow up limitations and circumstances related to the time, besides human resources and materials that impede the enlargement of this project, the investigation still today, was located in close communities to the sporting centers / cultural where they grow the government programs.

As justification, is believed that this study can make possible innovative procedures of analysis and development of the politics, making possible appropriate methodologies for the evaluation of public and private projects, that involve high sums of resources, bringing effectiveness in the action for future interventions and providing economy in the resources, with the reliability increase in the accomplishment of futures social programs, solidifying the implantation of the public politics in this section.

A relevant aspect would serialize the fact that, in this city they didn't take place studies in this sense, not being very common also in Brazil this investigation type in public programs of Sports and Leisure. Another relevant aspect will be the search of concrete indicators of efficiency, effectiveness and effectiveness as appropriate indicators of municipal public politics. Besides to investigate which are the needs and the children's aspirational and young, trying to detect what really involved need them. Where should we intensify the actions?

II - The Sports and the Leisure in the Constitution of 1988:

Starting from the Constitution of 1988 (art.217) the Brazilian sport is conceived as activity of every citizen's right, the leisure as one of the social laws, motivated as form of social promotion, where the sport starts to incorporate in a plural way this exercise, leaning on in the international Letter of Physical education and Sport (Unesco 1978).

The sport is considered then under new right forms, according to Tubino (2006) divided in: Sport Education, School Sport, Sport leisure and Sport yield.

According to Veronzo (2003), after the constitution of 1988 the acting of the public politics of state was very on this side of the expected in the area of the Sport. This author characterizes their observations in relative aspects to the right and sustainability, the first point of view would be on the social law, staying in open, evidencing that it still is not treated of a society where all enjoy the right to the sporting and cultural practices, besides access to the equipments and programs returned to the layers more.

As reference to the paper of the State: How were the Sports and the Leisure if turning white of public politics in Brazil? Contradictions are noticed in one moment in that through documents as the Federal Constitution of 1988, that it looks for to legitimate social laws, it is noticed a disarticulation the notion of these.

With the decrease of the apparel of the State, still didn't diminish the financial dependence, but there was a change as for the access to the support to the sporting and cultural, the social projects appear, with speeches that in these the poor children's population would have conditions of developing, I access to the practices and increase of the educational possibilities, they would be an attempt of reduction of the social costs caused by the impoverishment of the population and deterioration of the school conditions.

Still the papers of several sections are not solidified, among them the main would be it of the State inside of the picture of the sporting politics and of leisure, evident that we noticed a removal of the papers of the institutions before the difficult incidental pictures, diminishing the possibility of the correct executing of the politics through incorrect exercise. The paper of the State, (Unesco), it would be it of considering the Sport, the leisure and their cultural events in all social inclusion, strengthening the sense of promotion of the health, education and quality of life of the populations, developing a politics of long reach. The paper of States of the Federation would be to implement politics and plans breaking of politics diagnosed in agreement with the local realities.

Already the municipal districts would have a paper of addition importance, promoting community sport practices, with direct responsibility in the municipal schools and in programs of direct contact with communities.

An efficient state plan inexists for the sports, leisure and their cultural demands in Brazil, although already several documents have been developed, that didn't get to gather the several actors around a professional model of administration, being usually obstructed by the own interest diversified inside of the section (Dacosta 2005).

In this field is suggests, for beginning, to guide for the documents, to differentiate the sport education, the sport science and the sport leisure of the competitive sporting practice.

Already the social practices should be incorporate to a national exclusive model, thought about consonance with the scenery of the sporting practices, in way to have practice from one side of a larger system. The fact of isolating - if the sections inside of the sport / leisure makes the impediment that makes unfeasible the operation of all of the potentialities of this area to appear. We have a study then centered in the Public Politics, where (Carvalho 2002) he/she conceives public Politics as:

“Class action line that renders declared social law and guaranteed in law. It is by the public politics that you/they are distributed or redistributed goods and social services, in response to the demands of the society. Therefore, the right that it bases is them a collective right and no individual.”

It's noticed that the Brazilian sport should be a subject of State. It was always left to the margin by the History of Brazil.

The moment is opportunity, because after the tensions exercised by the sections of the society, is justified the need of perfecting and understanding of the papers of the institutions, being added the need of gauging of the acting of the programs.

As Feat and Marine (2001, p.36): the discussion of evaluation problems in social programs, is due to the fact that the social programs can be recognized as complex organizations, before their multiple objectives, the administrative decentralization and of execution and the coordination problems that are there involved.

The area in that we are developing our investigation: up to where the developed programs they can modify these conditions of the children's life efficiently and to what extent these modifications can be beneficial to the economy of system resources.
Municipal public in long period.

Using concepts of efficiency effectiveness of Tubino (1977), we have the efficiency considered as: "criteria of internal acting of an organization measured through the productivity of the same, that is, in terms of reach of objectives, resources and execution time" (p. 19).

With this understanding we could leave for a more detailed analysis of the circumstances, increasing the concept of effectiveness: "Criterion of external acting of an organization indicated through the relationship among the largest productivity of the organization and external order factors that it conditions the reach of objectives, indicated also by the interaction between the organization and the environment." (p. 19).

To the efficiency concepts and of effectiveness, the one of effectiveness is increased, that can be explained by the prolongation of proportionate time by the effectiveness.

Ill - methodology:
The methodology follows the perspective qualitative, descriptive, where they were lifted up the history of the public politics, the paper of the State, the public interventions in the municipal district and the applied a questionnaire with subjects open to a hundred children of the schools the where they took place the programs, the data were treated being based Tubino (2000), (2006). The first results appear for efficient and effective modifications, providing the appearance of a new education sporting culture.

IV - Analysis of found results:
After the rising of all of the available information offered by the Municipal City hall of Petrópolis, we supposed that the current situation of the picture of politics developed by the current administration in the period, 2001 until the present are superior to the previous picture, in an universe of a hundred children, in 60 thousand students in the 67 municipal schools. Real improvements, (qualitative), for instance, in the school acting of 60% of the students, in the conditions and quality of life, expressive results were not detected in aspects as the citizenship and access to the leisure equipments and cultural

V - Final Considerations: We have a long road to travel.
We noticed that these programs are also to create social stability and to minimize the social situation of the destitute ones. They serve, then, to the organized sections, or to the civil association, neutralizing social inequality focuses that would take the situation of urban violence, political instability and capital flight. We know that to correct bad income distribution through social programs required mainly to the child and the very poor, offering net of basic safety, the politics of Sports and Leisure is not enough, but they are the attempt of qualifying the education, through politics returned to the less favored segments, then larger possibilities of redistribution of income, as well as if they were returned to the health and precaution.

The universal politics can bring linked advantages to the decrease of the poverty, they can be fairer and also not to implicate in subjects of great administrative structures, they generate not any selection cost absolutely and of complex administration, but they can also bring disadvantages, still inside of linked aspects to the income distribution, they be placed besides the capacity of the State or Municipal district of financing the programs, or still to generate dependence of the own system instead of stimulating the own and autonomous initiative.

In spite of all of the negative and positive points that weigh on these programs, we believed that the development of these politics should have determinations still more focused and lenses, more egg whites, and with transparent and systematic evaluations, that you/they swallow explanations on the income distribution potential, effectiveness and efficiency of the actions. Finally, these actions should be really solidary to those that didn't have real social opportunities.

Even if exist behind all of the actions objectives addressed to the interventions and the service of the dominant ideologies, and not to assist to the real needs of the specific groups, still yes, we verified the materialization of government's politics that you/they can contribute significantly to the progress of the citizenship in the city of Petrópolis.
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ABSTRACT

The subject of study is Public Politics of carried through Sports and Leisure in the city of Petrópolis -Rio de Janeiro. With objective of beginning a process of access enlargement to the Leisure, Sports and activities in the schools, and free time, they grew several projects and sporting programs returned to the service of the less favored population. Like this, it was drawn the beginning of a new time of expressive modifications of the picture until then predominant. The verification of absence of evaluations of the programs of Sports and Leisure developed in the municipal district of Petrópolis, it indicates the need and the development of methodologies that offer as resource the evaluation of the efficiency, of the effectiveness and of the effectivenes of the politics, as for the possibilities of verification of cultural modifications (as for the form of enjoying of the material goods, leisure equipments, facilities and entertainments), as for the perceptions of having involved in the improvement of the quality of life and access conditions and health. The initiate research in 2005 intends to verify the hypothesis of these projects generated modifications that can verify the assertiveness of the investment in programs of Leisure and Sport. Through investigations driven through questionnaire and rising of information declared by the municipal administration we produced an analysis picture capable to refer on the future interventions. The qualitative and descriptive methodology, was used of instrument applied in one hundred children, as indications of Tubino (2006) The results: we supposed that the current situation of the picture of politics developed by the current administration in the period, 2001 until the present object superior to the previous picture, in an universe of a hundred children, in 60 thousand students in the 67 municipal schools. Real improvements, (qualitative), for instance, in the school acting of 60% of the students.
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